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Summary: You may have seen it on the Food Network television channel. Now an Iron Chef competition is coming to UMM this Saturday.

(February 21, 2007)-You may have seen it on the Food Network television channel. Now an Iron Chef competition is coming to UMM.

This Saturday, Feb. 24, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. there will be an Iron Chef competition in UMM’s Food Service Building. The price for admission is $6. Two teams, selected during the competition, will compete for tickets to Saturday evening’s Performing Arts Series performance of Tlen Huicani at 7:30 p.m. in Edson Auditorium. Tlen Huicani will provide a sample of their performance during the Iron Chef event.

Emcee for the competition will be Joe Alia, chemistry faculty. Judges for the event will be Chancellor Jacquie Johnson, Maggie Larson, special events coordinator, and Patrick Shorb, history faculty.

Don’t miss the intense cooking challenge of Iron Chef at 5 p.m. this Saturday in the Food Service Building. Parking is available in the East Parking Lot on campus.

Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.